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ABSTRACT

A device is provided for controlling the firing angles
of thyratrons (rectifiers) in a ring magnet power supply. A phase lock loop develops a smooth AC signal of
frequency equal to and in phase with the frequency of
the voltage wave developed by the main generator of
the power supply. A counter that counts from zero to
a particular number each cycle of the main generator
voltage wave is synchronized with the smooth AC signal of the phase lock loop. Gates compare the number
in the counter with predetermined desired firing angles for each thyratron and with coincidence the
proper thyratron is fired at the predetermined firing
angle.
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from one of the AC signals developed by the main generator. A main counter is synchronized with the smooth
CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
AC signal so that it counts from zero to a particular
The invention described herein was made in the
number for each cycle of the main generator voltage
course of, or under, a contract with the UNITED 5 wave. A firing angle selection circuit compares the
STATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION.
number in the counter with predetermined desired firing angles for each rectifier and with coincidence of the
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
counter number with the predetermined number, a firing pulse is directed to the appropriate rectifier.
Synchrotron type accelerators utilize ring magnets
for the guide field. The power supply for a ring magnet 10
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
usually includes a main generator system which produces multiphase AC signals of equal frequency. These
FIG. 1A is a block diagram of the phase lock loop
signals are rectified to produce a net DC voltage to be
and main counter loop of the firing angle control deapplied to the magnet. This is accomplished by applyvice,
ing each of the AC signals to a rectifier such as a thyra- 15 FIG. IB is a block diagram of a part of the firing
tron. A thyratron is a rectifier tube which includes a
angle selection circuit,
grid which controls rectification. The AC signal is apFIG. 1C is a block diagram of another part of the firplied to the anode of the tube and with the appropriate
ing angle selection circuit, and
potential applied to the grid the tube becomes conductFIG. 2 is a set of curves showing multiphase AC siging, that is, it fires. That point along each cycle of the 20 nals that are applied to the rectifiers.
AC signal applied to the rectifier in electrical degrees
at which the tube fires is the firing angle for the tube.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Once fired the tube continues to rectify until the cathReferring to FIG. 1A, FIG. IB, and FIG. 1C there is
ode voltage exceeds the anode voltage. In practice the
shown a firing angle control for the rectifiers of a main
rectifier tubes are coupled with a common cathode
25 ring magnet power supply. In the system illustrated
connection so that when one tube fires any other will
there are twelve rectifiers 11, with only rectifiers I and
turn off according to the inherent nature of the connecXII shown. The power supply includes a main generation. To produce the net DC voltage which is applied
tor 10 generally having a three-phase AC output.
to the ring magnet each rectifier tube is sequentially
Means are provided to increase the number of phases
fired at about the same firing angle so that while each 3 0
to that equal to the number of rectifiers. In this case,
tube is turned on its output is about equal to each other
twelve-phase supply 13 generates the equivalent of a
tube with only one tube operating at one time. At full
twelve-phase output signal with ideally a 30° difference
rectify, maximum power is suppled to the ring magnet.
between each successive AC output. Each AC signal is
When energy is removed from the magnet, at invert the
applied continuously to the anode of one of the rectifioutput of rectifiers is a net negative DC signal.
35
ers. Each rectifier is inhibited from rectifying by means
such as a grid bias which is nonconducting. When the
When each tube is fired its output builds up to an
grid is biased to the appropriate voltage, the rectifier is
equilibrium output so that its output is not a pure DC
turned on and is fired. The switching of the grid bias to
signal. Thus there appears a ripple in the net DC voltage suppled to the ring magnet. Other causes of ripple 4 0 an appropriate voltage is provided by gates 14 and 15
for the rectifiers shown. When a pulse is applied to the
include incorrect spacing of the sequential firing of the
gates the bias of the grid is switched. The electrical
rectifiers and instabilities inherent in the ring magnet
angle along one cycle of the AC signals at which the
power supply circuitry. Minimization of this ripple to
rectifier is fired is the firing angle. The control system
produce as high a net DC voltage as possible is desirable for maximum magnet efficiency. In addition, the 4 5 disclosed is designed to control the firing angle of each
rectifier.
output of the main generator varies in frequency and is
very distorted during operation of the ring magnet. ReThis is better understood with reference to FIG. 2
duction in ripple and better adaptation to the varying
which shows three AC signals with each AC signal
generator AC output can be obtained if the firing anbeing applied to the anode of one rectifier II. For examgles for each rectifier can be regulated to 1/10 of an
ple, curve 16 might be the phase applied to the anode
50
electrical degree. This is far beyond the capacity of
of rectifier I, curve 17 the signal applied to rectifier II
conventional analog ramp-type firing angle control sysand curve 19 the phase signal applied to rectifier III.
tems.
The purpose of the firing angle control is to determine
at what point along each AC signal each rectifier will
It is therefore an object of this invention to provide
a rectifier firing angle control in a ring magnet power 5 5 be fired. The firing angle control determines at what
angle between 0° and 360° along curve 16 a firing pulse
supply.
will be sent to the gate 14 to allow the appropriate voltAnother object of this invention is to provide a firing
age to be applied to the grid of rectifier I to turn rectiangles control capable of regulation to 1/10 of an elecfier I on. As previously described, the rectifiers 11 are
trical degree.
6 0 wired with a common cathode connection so that when
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
a rectifier 11 is allowed to fire, any rectifier already on
is automatically shut off. The cumulative effect is illusA device is provided for controlling firing angles of
trated by considering the net output if each rectifier is
a plurality of rectifiers with each rectifier having apfired after 30° from the beginning of its cycle, that is at
plied to it an AC signal. The AC signals are developed
points
A, B and C on curves 16, 17 and 19, respec65
by a main generator and are of equal frequency but diftively. Rectifier I to which curve 16 is applied stays enferent phase. A phase lock loop utilizes a voltage-toergized until rectifier II is energized and so on. The net
frequency converter and an analog multiplier to proresult of the sequential firing of all 12 rectifiers is to
duce a smooth AC signal at a constant phase difference
RING MAGNET FIRING ANGLE CONTROL
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generate approximately a DC voltage. When the hightude so that the DC output of filter 27 is nearly zero in
est positive DC is obtained and maintained the system
the locked condition, the phase difference between the
is said to be in full rectify, because maximum energy is
AC reference and the output of binary 33 is very nearly
supplied to the ring magnet; while at any negative DC
90° and independent of generator speed. Thus the outvoltage the system is said to be at invert because energy 5 put of phase lock loop 20 is a square wave locked in
is being removed from the ring magnet.
phase with the AC of the main generator Ifl.
In particular, FIGS. 1A, IB, and 1C show a device for
Main counter loop 22 is intended to provide a digital
precisely controlling the firing angle for each rectifier.
degree scale that has 360.0° per cycle of generator 10
FIG. 1A shows the phase lock loop 20 and the main
and that is phase synchronized with the square wave
counter loop 22. The phase lock loop 20 is intended to 10 from binary 33. DC tachometer voltage 25 is applied to
generate an AC signal which is in phase lock with the
servocontrol 35 along with the output from digital-toAC signal supplied by generator 10 to the anode of one
analog converter 37. The output of servocontrol 35
of the rectifiers. Normally generator 10's voltage wave
which is a function of the DC tachometer voltage, the
varies in frequency and is very distorted. Operation as
voltage from digital-to-analog converter 37 and the ina ring magnet power supply produces notches in this 15 tegral of the voltage from the digital-to-analog conwave as large as 25 percent of the peak voltage so that
verter 37, is appled to a voltage-to-frequency converter
a zero crossing type phase detector is not suitable. A
39. The output of converter 39 is a train of pulses with
DC tachometer voltage 25 from generator 10 is applied
the number of pulses capable of being adjusted to give
along with the output from filter 27 to operational ama desired number of pulses per electrical degree of the
plifier 29 which sums the two signals. The DC tachome- 20 AC reference signal, as will be described. These pulses
ter voltage 25 is a DC signal which varies according to
from converter 39 are applied to main counter 41
the speed of generator 10. The output of sum 29 is used
which counts these pulses. Main counter 41 includes
to drive a voltage-to-frequency converter 31. V-f conmeans to clear the counter to zero each time the count
verter 31 produces an AC output such as a sawtooth
reaches the desired number of counts per cycle of the
whose frequency varies according to the relative level 25 AC reference signal. In the normal counter, the
of the input voltage from sum 29. The output of V-/
counter will simply roll over or reach its maximum
converter 31 is applied to a binary or divide by two,
count with the next count being zero. The counting by
that produces a square wave of frequency one-half that
main counter 41 is synchronized with the signal from
of the frequency of the V-/converter 31. The square
phase lock loop 20. The positive going edge of the
wave and one of the AC signals applied to the rectifiers 3 0 square wave from binary 33 is applied as a gating pulse
11 or one of the AC signals developed by generator 10
to register 45 which loads the number in main counter
are applied to analog multiplier 34. The AC signal is re41 coincident with the positive going edge. The number
ferred to as the AC reference signal. The output frein register 45 is then subtracted by subtractor 47 from
quency of the V-/ converter 31 is set to be approxia reference number. The output of subtractor 47, the
35
mately twice the AC reference frequency.
difference signal, represents the amount that the main
It is well known that the mathematical product of two
counter is ahead or behind the reference square wave
sine waves of the same frequency but different phases
from binary 33 and is used as an error signal. The outproduces a DC component plus a second harmonic
put of subtractor 47 is loaded into register 49 a short
component. The DC component depends upon the
time delay after the positive going edge of the square
phase difference between the two sine waves. In a simiwave from binary 33. Register 49 feeds digital to analog
converter 37. Converter 37 produces an output voltage
lar way, the product of a square wave and a distorted
sine wave of the same period produces a DC compowhose amplitude will vary according to the phase difnent that is a function of the phase difference between
ference between the number in main counter 41 and
the two waves. This fact is utilized in the phase lock
the reference number. When this error signal, along
45
loop 20 by applying the AC reference signal, (a diswith the DC tachometer signal and the integral of the
torted sine wave) and the square wave from the V-/
error signal is used by the servocontrol 35, the effect is
converter 31 to analog multiplier 34. The output of anto speed up or slow down converter 39 so that the numalog multiplier 34 contains DC and AC components
ber transferred from the main counter is equal to the
and is fed to the low-pass filter 27 to filter out the AC
reference number.
component to complete a feedback loop. In effect, the 5 0 The reference number from which the count in regisDC component of the output of multiplier 34 varies the
ter 45 is subtracted is ideally 180° to allow for the maxifrequency of the V-/ converter 31 according to the
mum error signal from subtractor 47 to which main
phase difference between the sawtooth and the AC refcounter loop 22 may respond. That is, it will synchroerence signal so that ultimately a constant phase differ- 5 5 nize main counter 41 if it is within 180° of the reference
ence is obtained and both signals are at approximately
number. The error signal from converter 37 along with
equal frequency. By adjusting the frequency of conthe integral of the error signal is used to speed up or
verter 31 initially to twice the frequency as the AC refslow down the frequency of converter 39. Without the
erence frequency, phase shifts between the AC referintegral of the error signal used as part of the correcence and the square wave during operation are mini- ^ tion factor the count of the main loop counter would
mized. Note that the binary is provided to give an AC
never quite be synchronized with the square wave from
signal (the square wave) with equal half periods. This
binary 33.
gives a more useable output from multiplier 34.
The reference number is programmed into main
The phase lock loop would operate without the DC
counter loop 22 by add 57 whose output is about 180°.
tachometer voltage 25, but the phase difference be- 6 5 Add 57 adds a bias number, and a small correction
tween the AC reference and the square wave in locked
number. The correction number is input by rectify
operation would vary with generator speed. By adjust- • switch 53 whose input may be increased at 0.1° intering the level of the DC tachometer voltage 25 amplivals. The value set by switch 53 is stored in register 55
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5
and then added to the bias number by adder 57. The
small correction provided by rectify switch 53 is used
when the ring magnet power supply is at full rectify and
precise firing angles for maximum output from the rectifiers are desired. By changing the reference number 5
by 0.1° a small delay or advancement in firing angles
for each rectifier is achieved.
The output 50 of main counter 41 is thus a certain
count per electrical degree synchronized with the AC
reference signal. The firing angle selection circuit illus- 10
trated in FIG. IB and FIG. 1C is used to compare the
number in main counter 41 with predetermined desired
firing angles for each rectifier and to enable the firing
of the appropriate rectifier at the appropriate firing angle. Note that the main counter loop 22 has been syn- 15
chronized with the reference signal with a phase difference of 180°. However, the AC signal for one of the
other rectifiers will be synchronized with 0 phase difference with the main loop counter. The other AC signals will be synchronized with phase differences with 20
the main counter loop at multiples of 30°. At full rectify, rectifier I (which is the one with with 0 phase difference) turns on when the number in the main counter
is 30°, rectifier II (which is the one with 30° phase difference) when the number is 60°, etc. Note that with 25
the count at 60°, the AC signal applied to rectifier II or
any other rectifier will be at 60° less than the phase difference between the AC signal applied to rectifier I and
the one applied to the other rectifier. Thus by firing
rectifier II when the main counter is at 60° rectifier II 3 0
will be firing at the same point along its AC signal as
rectifier I. This follows for all rectifiers.
At invert, each rectifier's firing angle may be delayed
up to 155°, as will be described, so that several of the
firing angles will occur in the following cycle of the 3 5
main counter. Since the counter rolls over after 360° of
the cycle for the first AC reference signal, the twelfth
signal will be lost. Preset counter 60 counts in 0.1° steps
and has a range beyond 360°, such as 530° or more. It
is not cleared to zero but is preset to the number in the 4 0
main counter at a specific time each cycle. Preset control 61 determines this specific time. The specific time
is after both rollover and the firing of rectifier XII have
occurred. If rectifier XII fires at 350° the preset counter
60 is set to 0° when main counter rolls over. If rectifier 4 5
XII fires at 370° preset counter 60 is set to 10°. In effect
preset counter 60 is not rolled over until rectifier XII
has fired and begins a new cycle at the preset number.
Having synchronized the counter with the AC reference signal, it is necessary to match the proper firing 5 0
angle with the counter number and to enable the
proper rectifier. Referring to FIG. IB, the phase
c o u n t e r 65 controls the distribution of the firing pulses
to the gates for the rectifiers and determines the angu- 5 5
lar increments between the rectifier firings. If the phase
counter 65 is in the first of its 12 states, it conditions
the gate 14 of rectifier I to transmit the next firing pulse
developed by comparator 67 to rectifier I. Gate 14
functions in effect like an AND gate requiring a pulse 6Q
from phase counter 65 and a firing pulse to enable rectifier I. At the same time phase counter 65 conditions
gate 14, it causes the output of 30° increment generator
69 to be the appropriate value and causes selector 71
to select from digital switches 72, the digital switch I 6 5
which contains an individual desired firing angle for
rectifier I and connects digital switch I to the input of
adder 73. Adder 73 adds the number from digital

6
switch I and the output of 30° increment generator 69
to get the desired firing angle. The output of adder 75
can be adjusted to be between 15° and 45° by adjusting
the input from digital switch I. Without the correction
from switches 72 each rectifier would be fired at 30°
intervals. The switches allow for correction for instability in each firing angle. The value in adder 73 is added
to various additional correction factors by adder 75.
The additional correction factors for the desired firing
angle depend upon whether the magnet is at full rectify
or at invert. At flat top a feedback loop is provided to
minimize field changes, while at invert, phase angle
delay up to 155° to remove energy from the magnet is
provided. When the number in the preset counter 60 is
equal to or greater than the output of adder 75, comparator 67 develops a firing pulse. This pulse is transmitted to gate 14 and also to phase counter 65. Gate
14, since it has been enabled by phase counter 65, is responsive to this pulse from comparator 67 to allow firing of rectifier I. Phase counter 65 responds to the firing pulse from comparator 67 by advancing to the second of its 12 states. The cycle begins again with the output of 30° increment generator 69 being increased by
30°, rectifier II's gate being enabled and digital switch
n being selected by selector 71 as the input for adder
73. This process continues until all 12 rectifiers have
been fired. Then the cycle begins again with phase
counter 65 in its first state and to increment at 30°.
The additional corrections which are provided for
are added together by adder 80 which feeds adder 75
to give the final firing angle which will be compared
with the count of preset counter 60. First there is the
feedback correction which is governed by the change
in magnetic field in the magnet with respect to time
(B). This is a measure of the slope of the field that is
being obtained from the ring magnet supply. This feedback system is used only at flat top to further smooth
the field and consists of an input amplifier 82 whose
output is proportional to B, a sample and hold 84, an
analog-to-digital converter 86 and a register 88. The
analog-to-digital converter 86 has an output range of 0°
to 30° which varies according to the slope as described,
When the feedback is not in use, when the magnet is
not at flat top, the register is held at 15 degrees.
The portion of the firing angle selection circuit illustrated in FIG. IB provides individual firing angle selection about multiples of 30°. However, it does not provide for changes in system firing angle, i.e. where each
rectifier is to be fired with the AC signal applied to
each rectifier at some phase difference or delay from
30°. This is provided by the digital control system illustrated in FIG. 1C. The desired delay in degrees is inputted to V register 92 each 0.1° as triggered by main
counter. The the number is inputted to V' register 94.
The number in lag register 96 is subtracted from the
number in the V' register 94 by subtractor 98. The output of subtractor 98 is divided by a number such as 256
by divider 99 and the result is added to the initial value
of the number in lag register 96 by adder 100. The
number in lag register 98 then approaches the number
in V' register 94 along a digitally generated exponential
curve. The time constant is controlled by rate control
101. When the operator selects a firing delay he also
selects a rate at which this delay is approached which
is inputted to rate control 101 which controls the rate
of updating of the lag register 96. The controlled
changing of firing angle is necessary to prevent arc
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8
faults in the rectifiers 11 and to prevent distortions in
the ring magnet field that would reduce accelerator
beam intensity.
At maximum invert energy must be removed from
the ring magnet as quickly as possible. Maximum invert 5
also demands that a maximum firing delay be utilized
by the firing angle selection circuit. Rectifier arc fault
rate is dependent upon the amount of firing delay used.
Less delay is permissible at high magnet currents than
at low currents. Therefore it is necessary to limit firing 10
delay with respect to magnet current. The maximum
invert delay is inputted to register 107. While ideally
the maximum delay would be 180°, in practice a more
likely value would be 155°. A current compensation
input is applied to amplifier 110. The current compen- 15
sation is a signal proportional to the magnet current
and may be in the form of a voltage obtained from a
magnet current transductor (not shown) The output of
amplifier 110 is fed to a sample and hold register 12
and then to an analog-to-digital converter 114 whose 20
output number will be proportional to magnet current.
This number is stored in register 113. The output of
amplifier 110 is adjusted so that the number in register
113 will be the number of degrees the maximum invert
angle must be reduced by to compensate for the partic- 25
ular level of magnet current. The number in register
113 is subtracted from the number in register 107 by
subtractor 115 to give a limit on the amount of delay.
The output of subtractor 115 which is the maximum allowable firing delay and the output of lag register 96 3 0
which will be the desired delay are compared by comparator 117 which determines which is the smaller
number and sends a signal to selector 120 indicating
which is the smaller number. Selector 120 then applies
the smaller number as an additional correction to adder 3 5
80. In this way firing delay at desirable rates with respect to magnet current is provided.
The embodiment of the invention in which an exclusive property or privilege is claimed are defined as follows:
1. In a ring magnet power supply having a main generator for developing multiphase AC signals of equal
particular frequency, a device for controlling the firing
angles of a plurality of sequentially fired rectifiers, each
rectifier having applied thereto one of the AC signals,
comprising:
a first voltage-to-frequency converter developing a
smooth AC signal of equal period to that of the
multiphase AC signals, an analog multiplier coupled to said first converter and the main generator
and being responsive to one of said multiphase AC
signals and said smooth AC signal to develop a
phase difference signal proportional to the product
of said one of said multiphase AC signals and said
smooth AC signal, said first converter being responsive to the DC component of said phase difference signal to vary the frequency of said smooth
AC signal according to the voltage level of said DC
component, thereby maintaining said smooth AC
signal at a constant phase shift from said one ofthe
multiphase AC signals, a second voltage-tofrequency converter developing a pulsed output
signal, a main counter coupled to said second converter and being responsive to said pulsed signal to
count and store the number of pulses of said pulsed
signal, a comparator coupled to said first converter, said main counter and said second con-

40
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verter and being responsive to the positive zero
crossing of said smooth AC signal to develop a DC
error signal whose voltage varies according to the
difference between the number stored in said main
counter and a prescribed number, said second converter being responsive to said DC error signal to
vary the frequency of said pulsed signal according
to the voltage level of said DC error signal, thereby
maintaining said pulsed signal at a constant phase
difference from said smooth AC signal and the
number of pulses of said pulsed signal per period of
one of said multiphase AC signals at a constant
value, and a firing angle selection circuit coupled
to the rectifiers and said main counter for comparing the number stored in said main counter with a
plurality of predetermined numbers, each of said
predetermined numbers corresponding to a desired
firing angle for one of the rectifiers, with the number stored in said main counter being equal to one
of said predetermined numbers, said firing angle
selection circuit acting to enable the firing of a particular rectifier at said particular rectifier's desired
firing angle, said particular rectifier's desired firing
angle corresponding to said one of said predetermined numbers.
2. The device of claim 1 further including a first
adder coupled to said multiplier and said first converter, and means for developing a DC tachometer
voltage proportional to the speed of the generator coupled to said first adder, said first adder being responsive
to said DC tachometer voltage and the DC component
of said phase difference signal to develop an output signal proportional to the sum thereof, said first converter
being responsive to the output of said first adder to vary
the frequency of said smooth AC signal according to
the voltage level of the output signal from said first adder.
3. The device of claim 2 wherein said comparator includes a first subtractor coupled to said main counter
and said first converter and being responsive to the positive zero cross of said smooth AC signal to develop a
digital error signal whose value varies according to the
difference between the number in said main counter
and said prescribed number, a digital-to-analog converter coupled to said first subtractor and responsive to
said digital error signal to develop a voltage level error
signal proportional in value to said digital error signal,
and a servocontrol coupled to said means for developing a DC tachometer voltage and said digital-to-analog
converter and being responsive to said voltage level
error signal and said DC tachometer voltage to develop
said DC error signal, said DC error signal being a function of said DC tachometer voltage, said voltage error
signal and the integral of said DC error signal.
4. The device of claim 3 further including a preset
counter coupled to said main counter and said firing
angle selection circuit and a preset control coupled to
said main counter, said preset counter and said firing
angle selection circuit and being responsive to both the
completion ofthe sequential firing of each rectifier and
the main counter rolling over to cause said preset
counter to preset to the number in said main counter
and to count from the preset number until the next preset number is stored in said preset counter, said firing
angle selection circuit comparing the number in said
preset counter with said plurality of predetermined
numbers to enable the firing of said rectifiers.
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5. The device of claim 4 wherein said firing angle selection circuit includes a plurality of gates with each
gate coupled to one of said rectifiers and being capable
of enabling the firing thereof, a phase counter coupled
to each of said gates and developing a phase count signal indicating said particular rectifier to be fired, an increment generator coupled to said phase counter, said
increment generator being responsive to said phase
count signal to generate a digital output whose value is
a multiple of 360° divided by the number of rectifiers,
said multiple increasing by one for each successive firing of said rectifiers in response to said phase count signal, a second adder coupled to said increment generator, a plurality of digital switches equal in number to
said rectifiers, each of said digital switches developing
an output corresponding to a desired firing angle correction for one of said rectifiers, a selector coupled to
said phase counter, said second adder and said digital
switches and responsive to said phase count signal to
couple the digital switch corresponding to said particular rectifier to said second adder, said second adder developing an output equal to the sum of the outputs of
said increment generator and the digital switch coupled
to said second adder, and a compare element coupled
to said gates and said preset counter and being responsive to the number in said preset counter equaling the
output of said second adder to generate a firing pulse,
the gate for said particular rectifier being responsive to
said firing signal and said phase count signal to fire said
particular rectifier.

5

10

15

20

digital converter to said signal from the digital switch
coupled to said second adder and said output from said
increment generator and to develop an output equal to
the sum thereof.
7. The device of claim 5 further including a lag register coupled to said second adder and having stored
therein a number of particular initial values, a second
subtractor coupled to said lag register and developing
an output equal to the number in said lag register from
a predetermined delay number, a divider coupled to
said second subtractor and being responsive to the output thereof to develop an output equal to said output
of said second subtractor divided by a particular number, and a third adder coupled to said lag register and
said divider and being responsive to the output of said
divider to develop an output equal to the sum of said
divider and the number in said lag register, the number
stored in said lag register being the output of said third
adder, said second adder developing an output equal to
the sum of the values stored in said lag register, the signal from said digital switch coupled to said second
adder and the output of said increment generator.

8. The device of claim 5 further including means for
developing a current signal proportional to the current
25 in the ring magnet, a second analog-to-digital converter
coupled to said means for developing a current signal
and being responsive to said current signal to develop
a digital signal proportional thereto, and a third subtractor coupled to said second adder and said second
30 analog-to-digital converter and responsive to the digital
output thereof to develop an output equal to the sub6. The device of claim S further including means for
traction of the digital signal from said second analogdeveloping an analog signal proportional to B for the
to-digital converter from a maximum invert angle numring magnet, a first analog-to-digital converter coupled
ber, said second adder being responsive to the output
to said second adder and said means for developing an
analog signal and being responsive to said analog signal 35 of said third subtractor to develop an output equal to
the sum of the outputs of said third subtractor, the sigto develop a digital signal proportional thereto, said
nal from the digital switch coupled to said second adder
second adder being responsive to said digital signal
from said first analog-to-digital converter to add the
and the output from said increment generator.
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